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IN MEMORIAM

STEVEN L.
BARGHOLS
1951–2020
By Rex Travis
We lost a premier lawyer and mediator. Steve Barghols died suddenly and
unexpectedly at age 69 on July 29, 2020. We will miss him more than I can say.
Steve was a long-time oil and gas litigator at
GableGotwals when he began to do more mediation than litigation. He left that firm and founded
MORE INSIDE
what is now Hampton Barghols Pierce with Joe
OCBA President
Hampton, Amy Pierce and Johnny Blassingame.
Michael W. Brewer
In recent years, he did exclusively mediations. It
remembers Steve
was his mediation practice which caused most of
Barghols / Page 2
us to know him.
Steven L. Barghols:
Steve was truly remarkable. He was tall, six foot
A Community
nine or, as he sometimes said “5 feet 21 inches.”
He had a flair for putting at their ease litigants
Retrospective /
and lawyers, no matter their social or economic
Page 5
background. With a working-class litigant, he was
likely to take out his wallet and show them his
Teamsters’ Union card, which he used while working his way through college and
law school.
Brett Agee, of Pauls Valley, recalled:
I always enjoyed Steve pulling out his ancient and extremely well-worn
union membership card and telling my clients, “Look at this - before I
became a lawyer, I made an honest living.”
He had such a flair for relating to people for whom he did mediations that we
all were convinced Steve thought we were great, despite all the evidence to the
contrary. Steve wanted so badly to get settled the case in which you hired him as a
mediator that he kept working at it even after the mediation was over – and often
got the case settled after all!
George Braly, long time lawyer from Ada, recalled recently:
About 8 years ago, I walked from a mediation in a case where my tractor

See BARGHOLS, PAGE 10
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OKLAHOMA COUNTY BAR
ASSOCIATION
MISSION STATEMENT
Volunteer lawyers and judges dedicated
to serving the judicial system, their profession, and their community in order to foster
the highest ideals of the legal profession, to
better the quality of life in Oklahoma County,
and to promote justice for all.

A Different Year for OCBA and Living
By Michael W. Brewer
My OCBA Presidency comes to an end in
September and I will hand over the gavel to the
extremely able and Honorable District Judge
J. Don Andrews. We will bring in new board
members and say goodbye to attorneys who
have spent the last three years on the board. We
begin with a new set of officers, but this baton
hand off will occur on zoom or with social distancing and mask
wearing. Your OCBA Board, Officers and Committees started our
work year with the Raising the Bar gathering in September 2019.
Committee meetings, board meetings, young lawyer’s Chili cook
off, and the work of your OCBA went off without a hitch until
March 2020. We committed to celebrate throughout the year the
100th Anniversary of passage of the 19th Amendment with the
purchase and display of the ABA traveling exhibit and placement
at the Oklahoma Supreme Court Judicial Center. The exhibit was
scheduled to move to the Law Day Luncheon, then on to OKC
City Hall and later to OCU Law School. I had started penning my
comments for the Law Day Luncheon and for the Annual Awards
Luncheon. However, no speeches for yours truly and no moving
of the traveling 19th Amendment Exhibit.
Others have lost more than an opportunity to speak to their
peer group. OCBA members during these precarious times have
lost financial wellbeing, health, loved ones and their own lives.
During this year we have lost several of our own and many whose
model conduct and wise counsel we counted on. Now a mere
five months after it all began, I remember that March week when
things started changing. In my mind’s eye. it all turned on a Friday
the 13th with a full blood moon and the additional fact of Rudy
coming to town that week. But now the NBA season resumed in
a bubble. It is something to watch, but the NBA referees continue
to show their disdain for the NBA of the 70s, 80s, 90s, and 2000s
which we were able to remember clearly by watching Michael
Jordan reminisce about basically owning every competitor during
his playing career. What is now a flagrant offensive foul was once
called good post play. Oh, how we wish for the good old days.
We were soon reminded that the good old days were not so good

for everyone by actions in Minnesota that ignited the entire nation
including OKC into calls for justice. Soon after that I wrote in the
Briefcase that I was very proud of the Diversity of your OCBA
Board. I remain so but we should always look for opportunities to
do better. Our proud profession is not immune from needed changes. It begins with education and opportunities for people of color
to have a chance for a college education, then to attend law school,
later to be hired as an associate attorney, to be an ADA, to be a
Judge, to make partner in a law firm, to act as lead counsel at trial
or be the relationship partner with a client. And yes, opportunities
to be a committee chair, director, office, and President of the OCBA
need to be available. Our primary goals at the OCBA are to improve
the legal profession and to support the rule of law. To fulfill that
mission, we need a diverse range of attorneys in age, gender, and
color; otherwise, we cannot possibly succeed. We must guarantee
criminal, civil, and social justice for all.
A friend and strong supporter of the OCBA who we recently
lost, according to his daughter and son, taught his kids that if they
worked hard and had integrity they could accomplish much, and
he would be proud of them. This was the baby boomer generation attitude that was the mantra I heard growing up. Hopefully,
boomers will not be the last generation to reach both financial
and educational goals that exceeded their parent’s generation. I
still believe in that boomer mantra and tried to pass that on to my
daughters. I see so many examples of positive results that I can’t
believe those opportunities don’t still exist for other generations.
It is possible that hard work, integrity, and sometimes a necessary assist will yield excellent life results for new generations
of diverse students and attorneys. I see examples all around; for
instance, a kid from small town Iowa who touched so many lives
personally and professionally that all feel like he was their mentor and friend. I see a young lady from small town Indiana that
became a lawyer, judge, and Supreme Court Chief Justice. I see
an Oklahoma panhandle tow truck driver’s daughter who is a Past
President of the OCBA and now a District Judge. Her family story
of immigrating to the USA includes a piece of American history
known for horrible servitude situations. There are many other
See PRESIDENT, PAGE 4

In Memory of Steven L. Barghols
There are many memories of Steve
Barghols that could be shared from numerous mediations, stories about Grumpy and
the grandkids, or Oklahoma County Bar
events. I will focus on Steve’s love for the
OCBA. He served as its President, on many
committees, helped on community service
projects, attended all the charity events,
and was an active promotor of the OCBA
Foundation. Steve believed that the legal
profession was an honorable profession but
that it needed some pushing, prodding and
accountability to maintain that lofty status.
His career of service set an example of a
lawyer’s lawyer that many of us will strive
for but may never reach. Several years ago,
when my nomination as vice-president of
the OCBA became public, which meant that
I would be president in three years, Steve
took a keen interest in discussing everything
OCBA-related with me. He was there to
suggest, comment and listen for me right up
to recent weeks.
Steve sought leadership for his beloved
OCBA and would politely nudge me if he
thought I did something non-leader like or
that some other person was casting a poor
light on the OCBA. Early on, he thanked me
for writing articles for the OCBA Briefcase

and always commented on my President’s
Articles. He often applied deeper analysis
and thought to my words than I had intended
in my writing. We talked often about the
future of our profession. Since we both had
daughters who were lawyers and shared a
pride and concern about their journey in
the profession, a discussion of best ways to
affect future generations of attorneys was
always on tap. He remarked to me on a
couple of occasions that it was a high compliment for one of your children to follow
in your profession because your example
must have been a positive one. We shared
many discussions on how to engage younger
generations in our voluntary professional
organization, how to return law firms to
the level of involvement in the OCBA they
had previously been, and how to maintain
the commitment and engagement of our
more mature attorneys. Of course, we hardly
missed a conversation without speaking of
OU football, and I endured his Cubbies talk.
Steve once remarked to me that he wanted
to let me know that people like him were
reading my articles in the Briefcase, and
those articles were setting a tone for the
OCBA. He said he knew that when he wrote
his President’s column, that at least one other

person read them, which was his mother.
I have two lasting memories of his commentary, one of which was that he had to
read my article two times, and it was not
until the end before he could determine
which side of the debate I was on. And then
another recent writing where he praised the
article, my leadership, and stated that it was
an article that generations of lawyers and
Brewers could be proud of. I will maintain a
copy of that with his email commentary in a
special place. Steve had a way of guiding me
and others to what he thought was best. His
molding and shaping were much appreciated and never ignored. He was a friend and
mentor to many. We were lucky to have him
shared with us. I only hope that others can
rise to such lofty standards of professionalism and commitment as Steve Barghols to
the law, the OCBA and to family.
With Deepest Sympathy,

Michael W. Brewer
President, OCBA
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Stump Roscoe
STUMP ROSCOE
By
Roscoe X. Pound
Hi Normies:
Yes, it’s that time of year second, or
third, only to Hallowe’en and Christmas,
while The Man is off the coast of Jersey
fishing and celebrating Shark Week. That
means his vast business empire is in the
capable hands of moi, Areyna Darqueness,
Empress of All that is darque and Gothique,
as well as all things baity, bail bondy, and
auto partsy. So far, it’s been pretty smooth
sailing, as Mr. P. would say. Actually, he’d
probably worry about a downturn in business which may be true as far as the bait
shop part of the operation what with the
Cornteen and all. The bail bonds division
not so much. I guess crime still does pay.
Yet, here I sit in an agitated state of High
Mediocrity. Usually, I can count on some
of The Boss’ (and here I’m talking about
Mr. P as opposed to Springsteen) to drop
by. But Father Auggie remains in rehab
for the beating he took during what we’ve
come to refer to as the Katie Kearny (may
she rest in power) incidents; my best friend
Viv took a job down The Shore and, Oh My
Goth, actually likes it (and I’m like OMFG
what’s next? Shopping at Hot Topic? (or
worse yet Old Navy)); and my Normie (but
still so cutely non-conformist) soulitary
mate Chips who’s off on some sort of study
abroad in Wisconsin. He called it Foreign
Sick Biology which had me scared because
I thought it may be him thinking of moving
Across the Pond as they say in Jollye Olde
Englande. Maybe I’m just tired of almost
two weeks of seeing the world through celibacy goggles without my jewel of geniosity.
And let’s keep in mind that it’s through no
fault of my own. I remain the original and
undisputed Hotnesse Monster, but I come
to you in both Hawtness and High Fidelity.
So, until Chips returns, I guess I’ll have to
suffer through Ennui, the 8th Degree.
Kayso let’s get to your questions before I
digress any further.
Dear Roscoe: I recently attended an
event at which vendors posted signs to
the effect of “No Cash/Credit Cards only.
Don’t businesses have to take cash as
“Legal tender for all debts public and private”? B.R., Oklahoma City.
Dear B.R.: Oh my Goth, I so know
this one. See, my Aunt Vera used to work
at The Frank before its untimely demise
(may it too rest in power). It was nice
to have a decent place to see a movie so
close to home without having to go to a
multiplex or going into The City. So, kids
used to come up to the box office or the
concession stand and they’d have a pocket
full of change which may or may not have
been neatly rolled. Vera took it for granted
and patiently waited for the kid in question
to count it out. Really, she got so good at
telling whether a coin roll contained the

right amount that it was like a superpower.
A generally useless superpower I admit,
but still.
So, one day this management type, you
know the type – in need of a visit to Dr.
Pimple Popper, would try to infiltrate Hells
Angels wearing casual wear from Dad ‘n’
Lad, probably got the job because he was
too much of a loser for even Office Depot
to hire – starts throwing shade at Aunt Vera
because she’s taking too much time counting out the kid’s money. Next day, there’s
these signs that say no coins below quarters
will be accepted. So, just like ol’ BR here
we get to thinking “that can’t be legal.” So
we climb into Vlad the Impala at the end of
her shift. Guess what?
Section 31 U.S.C. 5103, says: “United
States coins and currency are legal tenders
for all debts, public charges, taxes, and
dues.” But nothing says the business has
to take cash or coins. Turns out rivate
businesses can create their own payment
policies, including ones that restrict cash
payments. You can say that customers must
pay with a credit card, check, or money
order. You can also ban large bills at your
business. Bottom line—you can accept
payments in whatever form you want.
Here’s why: a) No federal law requires
businesses to accept cash; and b) you
only need to accept cash when someone
owes a debt. If the customer pays before
you provide the product or service, you
don’t have to accept cash. In response
several States (including my home State
of Jersey) requires cash acceptance as a
matter of State law. Some cities do as well.
Otherwise, it’d turn out to be a raw deal for
kids and poor folks who don’t have access
to credit cards or other forms of payment.
Dear Roscoe: Got an evidentiary question for you. When does a present sense
impression lose its “present sense” nature?
T. W., OKC
Dear T.W: O.K., I think I’m tracking
with you on this one. Present sense impressions are statements made while something
is being done or observed, or roughly at the
same time. It’s kinda like my gag reflex
when offered liver. To answer this question, I called Mr. P’s prosticuter buddy Carl
Coleman and his defense attorney pal Tony
Capone. I figured the truth lay somewhere
near the point they both sorta agreed. What
they did agree on was that present sense
impressions have a very short shelf life.
Time lapses as “slight” as forty-five minutes have been considered too long State
v. Woodbury, 127 Idaho 757, 762, 905 P.2d
1066, 1071 (Ct. App. 1995) (Walters, J.,
concurring) (citing U.S. v. Cruz, 765 F.2d
1020, 1024 (11th Cir. 1985)(“Testimony
in this case indicated that Hansen’s statement to Officer Knight was made about
forty-five minutes after the attack. This
time span does not qualify as ‘immediately’ after the event.”). On the other hand,

TIMELESS
DESIGNS AND
ALL-DAY
COMFORT FROM
OUR ALDEN
CASUALS
TEENA HICKS COMPANY

OKLAHOMA TOWER 210 PARK AVENUE, SUITE 220
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73102
(405) 235-4800

some courts admit statements made up to
23 minutes after an event. United States
v. Blakey, 607 F.2d 779 (7th Cir.1979). In
Prado-Navarette v. California, 572 U.S.
393 (2014), SCOTUS kinda weighed in
on the issue, noting that, concerning a 911
tip that a reckless driver drove her off the
road, the 18 minute gap between her call
and police observation of the suspect vehicle was sufficiently contemporaneous so
as to lend credibility to the tip. Of course,
all facts and circumstances must be taken
into consideration so that a bright line rule
becomes difficult to set.
OK. Hang on a sec. I gotta customer.
OK, I’m back. Sorry it took so long.
So this guy comes in wearing a ban-lon
shirt and golf pants the loudness of which
was muted only by the attitude he wore
over them. I politely advise him that he
needs to wear a mask in the office as the
sign on the door advised him also. So he
goes: “Or what? You gonna bit me in the
neck? We both might enjoy that.” And
then I’m like: “Wear the damn mask or
leave, Maskhole!” And then he gets all like:
“I want to speak to your superior,” and I
serenely reply: “You’ve reached the top of
the food chain. I don’t have a superior. For
that matter, I also got no peer either.”
For a full-blown wanker such as he, he
actually looked pretty good for an elderly
person of at least 48 if he was a day. He
actually looked like the guy on some of my
granma’s album covers from back in the
60’s. He spelled it weird but it was pronounced “Ghoul-A”. You’d think someone
with a ghoul in his name will be a little
more goth friendly.
“Where’s Pound?” he demanded.
“Roscoe Pound now sleeps with the fishes,” I say, really solemn-like.
This sort of registered with him. “He
died. Ok, I’m sorry. Is that why all the
black.”
So now I realize that if it weren’t for
bacteria this yo-yo would have no culture

Quote of the MONTH

No amount of belief makes something a fact.

– James Randi, magician and skeptic (1928-)

at all. And definitely no couture. “No”,
I tell him, “he’s out fishing. Be back next
Monday.”
He shrugged and raised his eyebrows as
if he appreciated this info. Then he left
without a word, leaving me in need of a
brain bleaching to forget that image of biting him. He also left me with an earworm
of that impossible dream song. No help for
it other than to focusing on my own social
closening to Chips when he gets back on
Sunday. Some sheltering in place and
some good coronalingus is just what I need.
Stay safe OCBA!
Areyna Darquenesse
Empress Among the Ravens

Johnson & Biscone
w w w. o k l a l e g a l . c o m

Oklahoma’s Top-Rated
Lawyers Since 1995
Martindale-Hubbell®

Personal Injury
Workers’ Compensation
Social Security Disability
1-800-426-4563
405-232-6490
The Hightower Building
105 N. Hudson, Suite 100
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
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50-Year OBA
Service Award
Recipient
Eric J. Groves
Mr. Groves was born in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. He graduated from Dickinson
College in Carlisle, PA, with a Bachelor
of Arts degree in political
science. While at Dickinson, he served as President
of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
Mr. Groves earned his Juris
Doctor degree from the
University of Oklahoma
in 1970. He served Active Eric J. Groves
Duty with U.S. Army Intelligent Corps from 1964 – 1966, separating
with rank of First Lieutenant. In 1970, Mr.
Groves began his legal career as trial lawyer in
the litigation section of Buck Crabtree Groves
& Ransdell. In 1971, he served as Associate
General Counsel with the Oklahoma Securities Commission. Mr. Groves joined the
firm of Jernigan Groves Bleakley & Tague
in 1976. The firm became Groves Bleakley
& Tague in 1980. Mr. Groves became of Of
Counsel to the Center for Education Law in
1986. Presently, he is with the firm of Groves
& Associates, formed in 1999. Highlights of
his career include: admitted to practice in the
U.S. Supreme Court, U.S. Court of Appeals
of the 10th Circuit, U.S. District Court for
the Western District of Oklahoma, Supreme
Court of Oklahoma, and all other Oklahoma Courts. Mr. Groves has served as City
Councilman for the City of Oklahoma City
from 1974 – 1970, serving as Vice Mayor in
1976. He also served an interim term on the
Council in 1999. Mr. Groves was appointed
Chairman of Finance, Housing & Cable TV
Committees and initiated cable TV in Oklahoma City. He served as Judge Temporary
Division, Court of Appeals for the State of
Oklahoma in 1983. Other highlights include:
Chairman, Oklahoma City Bond Advisory
Committee 1994-2004; Member, Metropolitan Area Projects Citizens Oversight Board
1994-2004; and Member, Mayor’s General
Fund Revenue Task Force 2004.

PRESIDENT
continued from page 2

success stories of overcoming systemic
obstacles.
My own story is that of the first generation
in my family achieving a college education
and then on to law school. On one side of
my family tree is a great grandmother who
worked a taco cart on the Juarez side of The
Bridge, her daughter cleaned houses for white
people in El Paso and obtained her American
citizenship. My mother was born in the USA,
went to high school and into the USAF. There
she met another USAF serviceman from a
small town in Oklahoma. They married at
a courthouse in small town Oklahoma. His
family had lived in the Kiamichi mountains
of southeastern Oklahoma and migrated up
highway 69 to northeastern Oklahoma. One
of his great grands had left the Trail of Tears
on the way to the Indian Nations, married
a man who lived in the hills of Arkansas
and their offspring later moved to Indian

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
The Foundation for Oklahoma City Public Schools Needs Your Help!
Many OKCPS families are not able to
afford school supplies for their children —
that’s where the Foundation’s Kit-a-Kid
program comes in! A donation of just $30
will help purchase a kit packed to the brim
with items like pencils, crayons, construction paper, notebooks, erasers, highlighters,
index cards and SO MUCH MORE.
School supplies packages of this size
normally retail for $100. But by donating
to Kit-a-Kid, you’re able to maximize your
contribution and get even more bang for
your buck!
Plus, 100% of Kit-a-Kid donations will
benefit children who need it most. Whether school is online or in the classroom,

our students must have school supplies
to help them learn. Show your support
for OKCPS by donating to Kit-a-Kid
TODAY!
With school starting later this year,
the district’s ReadOKC summer reading
challenge has been officially extended
through Aug. 30! Students who meet the
reading goal of 20 minutes per day for a
total of 1,860 minutes throughout the summer are eligible for prizes and recognition,
such as virtual assemblies and yard signs for
top readers.
Over the past few months, the district
has hosted virtual storytime events with
familiar faces at favorite locations —
Tim from the National Cowboy & Western
Heritage Museum read us a western lulla-

2020-2021 Election Results Announced
The OCBA Nominations & Election Committee, chaired by President-Elect
Judge Don Andrews, announced the results of this year’s election.

by, Assistant Superintendent of Elementary
Education Dr. Jamie Polk shared a butterfly-themed book at the Oklahoma City
Zoo, Oklahoma City Dodgers President
& General Manager Michael Byrnes hit a
home run with a book about a cat who plays
baseball, and J.D. Baker from Mayor Holt’s
office read “Goodnight OKC.”
Thanks to all the bookworms out there
who understand the importance of reading
in helping children grow. Let’s make ReadOKC 2020 the most successful year yet!
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
JOINING THE OCBA IN THEIR
LAWYERS FOR LEARNING PROGRAM, CONTACT PAM BENNETT
AT 405/235-4399

OBITUARY

Ronald “Ron”
Fulkerson
By Rex Travis

Shanda McKenney,
President-Elect

Cody J. Cooper,
Vice President

Benjamin Grubb,
Law Library Trustee

Michelle Edstrom,
2021 Director

Edward Blau, 2023
Director

Judge Heather Coyle,
2023 Director

Katherine MazaheriFranze, 2023 Director

Andrew Mildren, 2023
Director

Amy J. Pierce, 2023
Director

Judge Susan Stallings,
2023 Director

Territory. I was born in an Indian Clinic in
small town Oklahoma. After high school I
attended OU on an Engineering scholarship
but had no idea what college was or what
being an engineer was about. Later with an
assist I was accepted in the OU College of
Law. This was never a planned career until
that door opened for me which was also
when my engineering job door was closed
by the energy industry crash of 1982 and the
resulting devastation to Oklahoma economy
that seemed to last for over a decade. I saw
my family history and my brown skin color
as representing people who had sacrificed for
my opportunity and that provided motivation
to work hard. But along the way, I needed an
assist and so might others. I challenge you to
find opportunities to provide an assist where
needed.
I have been fortunate in all my professional
opportunities. There are so many people that
have set examples for me, prodded me into
doing things I was hesitant to do or didn’t
consider doing, and have been there to put me

back up on the horse when I had been thrown
off. My OCBA Board service started in the
early 1990s and then took a circuitous route
to this time in 2020. I must thank past OCBA
leaders who intersected my path including
retired Magistrate Judge Bana Roberts for her
guidance when I was a young Board member, posthumously to District Judge Vickie
Robertson who asked me to chair the OCBA
Fee and Grievance committee which I did for
five years and Special Judge Geary Walke
who asked me five years ago to begin regularly writing for the OCBA Briefcase which
started as a technology article for mature
attorneys to remain competitive in the legal
profession. So many others have offered and
assisted along the way that I cannot mention
them all here. My exposure to OCBA young
lawyers committee and their activities keeps
me excited for the future and knowing that
the OCBA future is in good hands. It also
reminded me of the fun times we had as
young lawyers.
I was fortunate to have the late Steve

Ron Fulkerson died July 10, 2020. He
was 87 years old. He practiced law in South
Oklahoma City for 47 years. He founded
the firm of Fulkerson and Fulkerson with
his son, Shawn, who continues to operate
the firm.
Ron got his law degree by going to night
law school at OCU after serving in the army.
He grew up in South Oklahoma City and
never left it. He did a lot for South Oklahoma
City and was well-known there.
He was proud to have the well-deserved
reputation of being a lawyer who could be
counted upon to do what he said he would
do. He was also known for helping another
lawyer who needed help of any kind.
We will miss him.
His family suggests memorials to the OK
Kids, Corral, The Toby Keith Foundation,
818 N.E. 8th Street, Oklahoma City, OK
73104.

Barghols nudging me here and there during
my time as OCBA Vice President, President
Elect and President. I hope that others will
do the same for future leadership. I know I
will endeavor to do so with the same commitment and devotion to our profession as
Steve. Lastly, I must say a huge thank you to
Debbie, Pam and Connie, your OCBA staff,
who but for them this job would be impossible. It was not the year we planned but we
handled the year that it has been. I believe the
OCBA will continue to progress even in these
times of social distancing and mask wearing.
However, to do so the OCBA needs you,
your time, your commitment, and your ideas.
2020 has shown us that we all must change to
reach our goals of improving the profession
and supporting the rule of law. I hope to see
you in person soon. Until then, we will zoom,
phone conference, wear our masks, social
distance, wash our hands with soap often,
Thunder Up, lament the lost college football
season, and keep your faith. Thank you all!
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Steven Barghols:

A Community Retrospective
Editor’s Note: Anyone who knew Steve Barghols also knew how important unadulterated
sentiment was to him. In his honor, and to
preserve the sentiments of those who wished to
pay him tribute, the following passages have
been edited minimally and for format only. The
words are ours. None of us are technically perfect. Annnd that’s just the way Steve liked us.

to reach out when I achieved an accomplishment or to answer a question I had, and I never
left an encounter with Steve without thinking
that he valued my opinion. Years later, when
he became my law partner, I was concerned
that the “shine” of Steve might not be true on
a day-to-day basis, but I was wrong. Steve
truly was as he appeared to everyone else –
kind, honest, fair, dedicated and, above all, a
true professional. He patiently answered the
mediation questions I constantly peppered him
with and shared his time and expertise with me
when I know he had much better things to do.
Equality mattered to Steve, and to that end he
never hesitated to promote me as a mediator
and as a lawyer. Steve made everyone feel
seen, heard, and respected, and that is a truly
a rare quality. I will forever be grateful for his
words of wisdom, his guidance, support, promotion and, above all, his friendship. The loss
of Steve is not only one to us personally, but
to the Oklahoma Bar and the world in general.

JOE M. HAMPTON:
I was one of “Steve’s Special Projects” for
more than 25 years and had the honor of being
his law partner for the last 5 years. It should
have been longer. Steve taught me how to be
a better lawyer, husband, parent and human
being without a single lecture. He never hesitated to give me his time and I never hesitated
to take it and ask for more. I never imagined
Steve’s time would run out on July 29, 2020.
I’ll never measure up to Steve (after all, he was
5’21” and I’m only 5’9”). To all of us who owe
Steve a great debt: He showed us the way – get
busy, do your best, time’s wasting!
AMY J. PIERCE:
Many knew Steve professionally as the
State of Oklahoma’s premier mediator, or as
an active member of the Oklahoma County
Bar Association and Oklahoma Bar Association. But, beyond those roles, he was truly an
amazing person. I first met him in 2000, when
I attended a mediation as an associate. During

Amy Pierce & Steve, December 2019
that mediation, he went out of his way to speak
to me, ask me questions, compliment my
mediation statement and to genuinely make

me feel like my opinion mattered. To this day,
I can still quote those compliments verbatim.
Over the years, he never missed an opportunity

CHRIS COMBS:
In January 2013, I appeared on a mediation
in a nasty wrongful death case with Steve. I
represented one of several Defendants in this
case the Plaintiff’s employer. The Plaintiff, a
young engaged college woman who worked
for my client, was killed in an unfortunate

See RETROSPECTIVE, PAGE 6
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he helped select our Magistrate Judges, train
young members of the bar of the Court, guide
us on matters of alternative dispute resolution, and much more. Steve was universally
respected and admired by the judges of the
Court, and he will be greatly missed.

RETROSPECTIVE
continued from page 5

work accident. It was a case where the only
real issue was going to be damages, i.e. how
much. Plaintiff’s family, as one would expect,
was particularly emotional. Plaintiffs’ father
was particularly distraught and made a point,
at every deposition or appearance, to roll up
his sleeve in order to show the tattoo of his
deceased daughter’s face on his arm.
Needless to say, Steve had his work cut
out for him. In every wrongful death case
I had with Steve, he’d use his compassion
and grace at just the right time, and in just
the right way, to get everyone to a just result.
He did the same here. He’d always say that
no amount of money is going to bring back
someone’s loved one in these cases – all we
can do is try to make it better financially. He
made the Plaintiff’s father feel heard. He convinced the Defendants and their carriers to do
the right thing. I’ve no doubt that we settled
that case because of Steve.
I mention this case because of how it
ended, more so than anything. Steve stayed
late into the night, without so much of a
single complaint. I don’t think we were done
until close to 9 p.m. In and of itself, that is
a testament to Steve. But, that’s not why I
mention it. I mention it because this particular
night was his anniversary with Cathy. Steve
stayed at the expense of his anniversary dinner with Cathy to get the case settled.
I was a younger lawyer engaged at the time.
The thought of missing an anniversary dinner
was absolutely terrifying to me. I recall pleading with him, for his “own good”, to let us call

Judge Ken Buettner, Steve & Barbara Buettner, Sept 2003
it a day so he wouldn’t miss his anniversary
plans. He refused. I often gave Steve a hard
time about that over the years since. But truth
was I only gave him a hard time because of
how much I respected and admired him.
In the years since, I came to understand
that Steve was able to miss that anniversary
dinner because Cathy undoubtably knew how
much he loved her, and how much his work
meant to him. I’m sure she knew that Steve
would make it up to her, and then some. I’m
sure she also knew that he was staying to help
someone. That was Steve. The result he got
for the Plaintiffs’ was nothing less than excellent. I’m sure it continues to do much for the
Plaintiffs’ family, in the name of their loved
one, all these years later. That’s no small
thing. It’s a lesson and example that stuck,
and I’ve carried it with me to this day.
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Steve was the kind of person, mediator and
lawyer that made you want to be your best. He
always had that notebook full of research and
notes ready for you when you started a mediation. You’d have to know every fact about your
case and the law involved just to keep up with
him. He made me, and I’m sure many, young
lawyers better for having worked with him.
Getting a compliment from Steve was in many
ways better than settling your case. He was,
without question, one of the most honorable
and ethical people I’ve ever known.
I’ll miss talking the Beta house and OU
football with Steve. I’ll miss seeing him at
the Beta house on gamedays and his Facebook posts. I hope Truman finally captures
his nemesis postal worker. I realize that no
words, no matter how articulate or eloquent,
will ease the sense of loss experienced by
Steve’s family and friends. Nevertheless, my
family and I send our thoughts and prayers to
Steve’s family and colleagues.
JIMMY GOODMAN:
I don’t have one distinct memory of Steve.
It is an amalgam of memories. The young
inquisitive lawyer determined to get it right,
and be thorough in his research. The bar
leader with a vision on how to make a good
program become truly excellent, or to turn a
sleepy OCBA Foundation into a vibrant contributor to our profession. The more mature
counselor— never afraid to speak truth to
power, but doing so in such a diplomatic and
kind way that it didn’t wound the recipient.
Always, always taking the high road and
erring on the side of ethics and professional
courtesy, even when he would have benefited
by taking the lower path. A good friend with
a warm smile and a hearty hug or handshake
who made you feel like seeing you made his
day a better one. A trusted mediator who had
a special gift at guiding people to make peace
with one another. One of the most authentic
people I’ve ever known. And most of all a
loving, proud and devoted husband, father and
Grumpy who reveled in his hours with every
member of his family in a way that was full of
joy and love. He will be missed by me a lot.
HONORABLE CHIEF JUDGE TIMOTHY D. DEGUISTI, UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA:
The entire Court family of the U.S. District
Court for the Western District of Oklahoma is
saddened by the passing of Steve Barghols —
a wonderful lawyer, skilled mediator, trusted
Court committee member, and friend of the
Court. Steve never refused a request of the
Court to lend us his skill and judgement for
a variety of important tasks. Over the years

BART JAY ROBEY:
On Monday Steve Barghols sent me a testy
email about rescheduling a mediation. Consistent with our prior interactions I began to
write a snarky email in response, telling Steve
that I was likewise unhappy the mediation
needed to be moved.
As I was typing the email I thought for a
moment and then elected not to send it. I wish
I had. I wish I’d had one more contentious
exchange with Steve.
Although I am frustrated and angry about
[the news of Steve’s passing], I am fortunate
to have worked with Steve and learn from him.
He pressed you during a mediation. He made
you know your file. However, he protected
you when he could and never dressed down an
attorney before his or her client or opponent.
He loved to say he had no hobbies. He did
not play golf. Work was his hobby. He didn’t
mind taking calls on the weekend or the
evening to point out the weaknesses in your
case or help you make the best presentation.
He cared about the craft. He cared about the
product.
Steve was also my friend. He helped with
the campaign in 2008. I think he was disappointed I elected not to run again. However,
I think he would’ve also liked to have seen
Shawnae take her shot. He is who I turned
to when I was at a career crossroads several
years ago. I think he was proud our little
Firm has continued to grow.
I will miss commiserating with him on the
state of our politics and government. I will
miss having beers and brats with him at Jacobi’s. I am sure he is more than pissed he won’t
get to vote in November. Wherever he is now,
I hope he has found some excellent craft beer.
JACK DAWSON:
I first met Steve when he was a young
lawyer. He was local counsel for a Chicago
law firm. They were terrible to work with, but
not he. I finally filed a motion for sanctions
against them not him, one of about 3 such
motions I have ever filed. Steve invited me to
his office to discuss/resolve the motion with
these lawyers before the hearing. The Chicago lawyers (4 of them) started off the meeting
by telling me how stupid I was. I just got up
and left. I already knew that. Steve met me
at the elevator and apologized profusely for
their behavior. He had no idea what they were
going to do. Their behavior insulted him and
he distanced himself from them. That was my
introduction to Steve. Every time I met with
him after that, my opinion of him went up. He
was just that kinda guy.
HONORABLE RALPH THOMPSON,
RETIRED, UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT
OF OKLAHOMA:
While my associations with Steve were
many, and varied, my most appreciated qualities of this fine man were as an exemplary
member of our honored profession. Steve
Barghols was a consummate gentleman and
scholar. His skills as a lawyer are well known
as were his ethics, civility and honor in everything he undertook. I join with so many others
in how much we will miss this premier lawyer
and person and hope his example will be a
lasting one to others for many years to come.
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WILLIAM D. GREENWOOD:
Steve was my friend and professional
colleague for over 35 years. I knew him to
be a consummate professional; passionate
human being; a wonderful example of what
the legal profession should reflect; and a
devoted family man. I often enjoyed his
Facebook posts of his pictures of sunrises
and sunsets from his office in the clouds.
We were/are the same age and basically the
same tenure in life. So I particularly enjoyed
and related to his posts about his pride of his
children and his joyful and loving experiences with his grandchildren. As recent as 48
hours before his unexpected passing he commented very complimentary to one of my
posts about a recent experience I had with
one of my granddaughters. How could we/I
know it would be our last communication. I
had the privilege of working with Steve as
co-arbitrator on a number of arbitrations. I
thoroughly respected his knowledge, and
devotion to reach a correct decision as a
matter of both law and equity. As an advocate I appreciated his skill and ability as a
mediator. As a mediator I strive to perform
up to his example. No matter when, where or
how we came to meet he always displayed
his characteristic enthusiasm, smile and firm
handshake as to communicate he was genuinely happy to see you. I know hundreds of
others who came in contact with him would
say the same. Like so very many others I am
a better lawyer and person for having known
Steve. As will so many others, I will miss
him dearly. I was very fortunate to have him
as a friend and respected professional colleague. My sincere condolences to Steve’s
family. Rest in peace Steve.

TOM PARUOLO:
On countless occasions I questioned how a
case would ever get resolved. I would resign
myself and prepare myself for trial only to
have Steve prove me wrong. He would mediate a resolution. This would occur so often
that I once called him Dr. Frankenstein for his
ability to revive settlements from the dead.
He got a big kick out of that. In subsequent
mediations, anytime I started to pack my bags
or exasperatedly state the opposing party was
“wasting my and my client’s time,” Steve
would smile and remind me that he was Dr.
Frankenstein. More often than not, he would
then live up to the nickname.
My stories of Steve’s mediator prowess are
not unique to me. His skill as a mediator and
ability to relate to all (who hasn’t seen Steve’s
teamster’s card?) is well-known. While I will
certainly remember Steve as a seasoned and
exceptional mediator, I will also remember
Steve for his love of his family. He was proud
of his wife, his children, his grandchildren
and would regularly regale me with stories
of their successes and endeavors. For several
years, I lived in the same neighborhood as his
daughter. It was a regular occurrence that I
would see Steve on a Saturday morning pulling into the neighborhood, with a big smile on
his face, to bring donuts to his grandkids. He
loved those moments. He loved his family.
His skill as a mediator will be remembered.
His selfless dedication to the Bar will be
remembered. I will remember, and hope to
emulate, his love for his family.
CHERYL A. JANN:
As we all know, Steve is t-a-l-l. Very tall.
So is my son. Dominic takes after my mother,

heads out of their offices, wondering what the
laugh-fest was, because Steve was not known
for those big guffaws, but he sure delivered
that day. It was great.
MICHAEL MCCLINTOCK:
He loved to tell the story about taking
(and throwing away) the Nebraska piece of
Lauren’s puzzle back in the heyday of the
Sooner/Husker rivalry. Great story.
CHERYL HUNTER:
My favorite Steve story is his greeting.
Every single encounter with Steve involved
the great Steve smile where he would tilt his
head a bit and give that smile which equated
to a ray of sunshine. Conversations with
Steve would always be positive. I walked
away every time with a smile on my face,
feeling touched by a ray of sunshine.

Steve in March 2011
who was an Amazon. She was 6’1 and 175
pounds, no fat, just solid. Because of her
height, she carried her weight just fine. Dominic got her genes - he is 6’8” and 260 pounds,
the male version of my Amazon mother.
Dominic came up to visit the GableGotwals
office once when he & his wife were here
on vacation and as he turned the corner to
get to my desk, Steve came out of his office,
which was ten feet down the hall from where
I work, and they ran into each other. It was
the first time they had met. Dominic & Steve
just stared at each other. I’m trying to do the
introductions as they both burst out laughing.
And, of course, each one asked the other,
“How’s the weather up there?” and they started laughing again. People were poking their

PATRICK M. RYAN:
Loss of the conscience of our legal community
Words cannot express the feelings of our
loss of Steve Barghols. Most of us knew
Steve because of his enormous presence in
our community as a lawyer, bar leader and
mediator. Because of his activities with the
bar and his extensive mediation practice,
Steve probably knew and worked with more
lawyers than anyone I know.
He was caring, considerate, polite, humble, gifted and one of the most well-liked
lawyers in the Oklahoma City legal community. In short, he was the best of us.
He was also brilliant. He was Phi Beta

See RETROSPECTIVE, PAGE 8
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Kappa at OU and a top graduate of the
University of Texas law school. As a mediator, his immediate grasp of some of the
most complex cases was impressive. He was
always extremely well-prepared, and his handling of mediations exceeded expectations.
Steve’s many acts of kindness and
thoughtfulness are legendary and touched all
who knew him. I won’t, but could, recount
the many dozens of instances, when Steve
took time out of his schedule to show empathy and love to so many of us.
His consideration of others was revealed
when his friends would routinely receive a
kind note from Steve congratulating them on
whatever event it was from one’s birthday,
the birth of a child, a victory in the courtroom, condolences for a loss, or a host of
other events.
Steve defined ethical behavior for lawyers. It was no surprise that he received the
Neil Bogan award for professionalism. He
was a man everyone could trust. His word
was his bond. The very thought of any act
or statement out of bounds was an enigma
to him. He was firmly rooted in professional responsibility, courtesy and acceptable
behavior. He wrote the book, through his
acts, deeds and words on how we should
all behave towards one another, in what
seems to be an increasingly combative legal
practice. He set an example for all of us to
emulate. He will be profoundly missed.
It is not coincidental that Steve, after a
very successful law practice, became the
best known and busiest mediator in Oklahoma City. The universal respect he enjoyed
was due to the trust everyone had in Steve,
his unparallel preparation and his devotion
to assisting litigants resolve their cases without the need for further expensive and costly
litigation. He was able to accomplish this
feat because we all trusted Steve. He had
earned and deserved that trust.
Life will not ever be the same in Oklahoma City without Steve. I will miss him,
as you will, for the remainder of my days.
He was my former law partner and the
mediator I always used if I could fit into his
busy schedule. I have never heard anyone,
lawyer or litigant, speak ill of Steve. On the
contrary, all spoke highly of Steve—and for
good reason.
Out legal community will never be the
same.
He was the best of us.

Bobby Knapp & Steve, June 2005
PHILLIP WHALEY:
I only knew Steve professionally. We were
not personal or social friends, though he had
a way of making you think he had just been
thinking of you every time you spoke to him.
I have known him my entire professional life.
He was a pillar of our community. My experiences with Steve, and I think the qualities
that we all knew and loved about him, are best
reflected in two stories separated by decades.
I first met Steve some 34 years ago. That
meeting, and the circumstances surrounding it,
were no doubt far more memorable for me than
him, but they highlighted qualities in Steve that
I would witness exhibited by him time and
time again over the decades since – qualities
which anyone who knew him can attest helped
make him who he was. I had just completed
my first year of law school – young, inexperienced, frightened, and with no life experience
with lawyers, law firms, or the oil and gas businesses Steve often represented. Steve had been
a lawyer for about ten years and was clearly
in that time in the life of many lawyers when
they are “getting it” – he was a young partner
at a small prestigious firm (Mock Schwabe
Waldo Elder Reeves & Bryant, having previously practiced at a prestigious large OKC
firm), he was busy with the sophisticated legal
issues of his clients which filled his days, and
his towering intellect was matched only by his

“I’m PD Taylor, Sheriff of Oklahoma County. Born right here in the heart of
Oklahoma County, protecting the public has been my calling. From serving
in the U.S. Army during Vietnam, to patrolling the streets of OKC as a
police officer, now leading one of the finest Sheriff ’s Office’s in the country. I
am a career lawman honored to be in the Oklahoma Law Enforcement Hall
of Fame. My legacy is protecting and serving. I’m a family man with deep
Oklahoma County roots. I am Sheriff PD Taylor, and experience matters in
law enforcement, I would be honored to have your vote August 25!”

towering physical presence. I was clerking at
the firm for part of the summer, and Steve and
one of his partners gave me a project – an oil
and gas project with thorny oil and gas issues
with little guidance under existing law. I was
lost; I spent a few days hiding in the library
spinning my wheels but the reality was I
neither understood enough about the oil and
gas business or oil and gas law to even begin
to meaningfully address the task I had been
given. And perhaps more importantly, I didn’t
know what to do about it. One evening, Steve
stopped by the firm’s library on his way out
(yes, firms – even small ones – had libraries
in those days) and asked me how it was going
on the project. I admitted it wasn’t going well,
and that I didn’t think I was any closer to an
answer than when I started. He set his stuff
down, pulled out a chair, and said maybe I
was closer than I thought. I was confident that
I wasn’t. Steve then proceeded over the next
several hours – well into the night – to teach
me about oil and gas operations and the law (I
had not even had an oil and gas class at school
yet), ask me questions about my research, and
talk to me in a way that allowed me to see
how what I had been doing (as misguided and
unknowing as it was), actually fit into the puzzle. He was respectful. He was enthusiastic. He
wanted me to share his intellectual curiosity
with this issue that was important to his clients.
He wanted me to feel significant in the process.
He wanted me to feel like I had succeeded. He
did all of these things in a way that allowed me
to start putting the pieces together. He sparked
a flicker of confidence in me in what had only
been a well of failure. I was just a summer
clerk passing through; Steve could have let
me pass. Let’s face it, I wasn’t going to find
the answer to this thorny legal issue Steve and
his colleagues didn’t know the answer to; and
I didn’t. But I did feel much better about my
effort and my limited contribution to the lawyering that tried to answer it. I never worked
with or for Steve after that brief time that one
summer. That “thorny” legal issue became
the subject of my law review note later in law
school, and when it was published I promptly
received a hand-written note of encouragement
from Steve. I have no doubt today I am just one
of many people with similar stories – so many
that Steve couldn’t possibly have remembered
them all. I will never forget it.

Fast forward a few decades. Steve, as we
all know, started and developed a successful
full-time mediation practice in our community;
he was “the” mediator in our region. I have
practiced in Oklahoma City my entire career
and mediated several cases with Steve over
the years. He firmly believed that the ultimate
responsibility of all involved in mediation
was to the process. The mediator, the parties,
and the attorneys involved all owed their
best efforts, their professionalism, their ethical
responsibilities and their candor to this process
that was bigger than any one of them; they
were all participants in this worthy process that
was the only way totally within their control to
resolve their dispute, and his job - and privilege
- was to facilitate and guide that noble pursuit.
To say he was principled and a model of professionalism and ethical conduct as he guided
this process is a charitable understatement. We
were mediating a case I was defending that
involved an industrial workplace death. It was
a difficult case with lots of emotion and a lot
of money involved. Sometimes in mediations,
the mediator or one of the attorneys will ask
to meet privately with the mediator and the
other attorney; the mediator will often permit
or encourage it if they think such an exchange
will advance the process. In this case, the other
attorney asked to meet with me privately and
so we met with Steve. To Steve’s (and my)
surprise, the attorney became emotional and
lashed out at me and my client while calling
us various unflattering names in the process.
Steve was stunned, apologized profusely, and
we returned to mediating - though the episode
was a setback to our efforts. Much later (days
later) in the mediation , when a deal was within
reach, the attorney again asked to meet with
me. Steve resolutely said no, informing him
in no uncertain terms that he had forfeited his
right to such a request by abusing the process
in his earlier request, even if such a meeting
might be helpful to reach a settlement at that
point. Even reaching a settlement in the case
was not more important to Steve than the process. His personal code of professionalism and
principled conduct would not allow the process to be compromised. In his view, one had
to play by the rules – principled, ethical rules
that governed above all the profession he loved
and respected. End of discussion. He was
prince of a man and the best of our profession.
MICHAEL F. LAUDERDALE:
Steve was the rare person that always
made you feel better after you talked with
him. I don’t recall an unkind word ever
coming from Steve about anyone and he saw
the best and worst of all us during the many
long mediation sessions. Steve loved the
law and most of all his family. His daughter
Lauren was my partner for many years and
you could hear and feel his love for her anytime her name was mentioned. Steve will
be sorely missed not only because of his
considerable legal skills as a mediator but
because he was a consummate professional;
advisor and most of all a great friend.
WOODY GLASS:
I have never met a lawyer/friend like Steve.
Steve was compassionate, kind, professional,
ethical, honorable, courageous, generous and
a true friend.
Steve cared about people – all people. He
was simply the best.
Steve loved his family. He bragged about
them during every mediation and he always
had that Steve Barghols grin when he spoke
about them. He was so very proud of his family and their many accomplishments.
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I loved to see his Facebook posts – who
gets tired of his mail fetching side kick and
those Oklahoma sunsets. Steve will be deeply missed.
TIMILA ROTHER:
I have a very specific memory in my first
few years of the practice of law of Steve being
the “gold standard,” not only as a mediator
though he was that, but as a legal professional.
My very first solo mediation some several
years into my practice, was with Steve and so
as far as I was concerned then and ever after
he “ wrote the book” on mediation. And yes, I
do recall having the vivid memory on meeting
him of thinking “wow he is TALL.” I did not
have a chance to mediate many cases with
him thereafter, for various reasons including
his popularity and resulting full schedule, but
I regularly recommended him to others both
in and out-of-state. But more than all of that,
as I grew as a lawyer at Crowe & Dunlevy,
where Steve started his practice, and heard
him mentioned fondly by those who were here
then, and as I watched his good work for the
bar associations and the legal community, I
came to respect and benefit from the positive
light he shone on the entire legal profession.
Just think of all of the litigants who had little
or limited understanding of the legal process
who experienced it through Steve’s efforts
to resolve their problems through mediation.
He was the face of the law to them. He was
impressive for his intellect, empathy, conscientiousness, professionalism, and most of all, his
humanity. His consistent presence and stature
have benefitted the entire legal community. He
was, as we say, “one of the good ones” (a bit of
an understatement) and the aura he cast on the
legal community, as well as his ever-present
kindness and humanity, will be sorely missed.
DOUG TERRY:
Steve made a difference in the world. He
leaves a legacy of putting positive energy
into the world, and receiving the respect and
admiration of his legion of friends in return.
You need look no further than the outpouring of genuine love and affection for him
since his passing to see that.
Steve poured himself into his favorite topic
of discussion, his family. I was never lucky
enough to know his family, but you didn’t have
to spend much time with Steve to know what
they meant to him. He was so proud of his kids
and grandkids. I’m not sure I ever spent any
time with him when he didn’t mention them.
I recall speaking to him after hours recently
about a mediation he was working on with me,
and he spoke excitedly about taking pizza to
his grandkids and sitting outside in lawn chairs
watching them play. His only regret was the
coronavirus outbreak would keep him from
bear hugging them. I loved the fact that Steve
was unapologetically and unabashedly proud
of his family and wasn’t afraid to share it. It
came from a pure place in his heart, and never
came across as bragging. Everyone should
have a dad and grandpa like Steve.
I was lucky to know Steve professionally, where his big heart touched me too. He
mediated a number of cases with me over
the years. Mediation with him was different.
He was inspiring. I went into a mediation
with Steve knowing I had better know my
case inside and out, because he would have
studied it carefully (making his tiny, illegible
notes on yellow paper taped together and
folded up) and would put me and my client
through our paces. Steve would always
engender incisive, thought-provoking discussion about legal and factual issues in a

ment that had been worked out with the OBA
to “deputize” members of our committee to
conduct ethical investigations as part of the fee
grievance resolution process and report any
potential violations to the OBA.
The room that day was standing room only
with many new members who had only a very
limited knowledge of the workings of the committee since specific complaints have always
been held strictly confidential. At the end of the
presentation, many of the new members were
in disbelief as to the depth of the presentation
and the scope of the responsibilities that were
expected to assume has no committee members. More than one of the new members never
returned and were never heard from again.
Steve was an active member of the committee for the forty-three (43) years. He was
a regular attendee. In addition, he was always
willing to be in an informal sounding board
when ethical issues would arise during the day
to day practice. He was always proud to start
each new year at the OCBA with an announcement of the length of his tenure. He was also
quick to counsel new chairpersons not repeat
his approach at the beginning of the year.

Cathy & Steve, Sept 2019
way that challenged but never demeaned,
but he always found a way to find the human
themes of the disputes he was attempting to
resolve. I think this was Steve’s true talent
as a mediator. He could analyze complex
issues with the smartest people in the room,
but he knew how to get through to people.
He could always find a way to understand
the motivations of everyone in the mediation
beyond the legal aspect of things. The legal
profession can be awfully tough and the
lawyers and litigants participating in it are
often at their worst but Steve never let any of
that change or discourage him. Steve served
as an example for folks to be better lawyers.
But there was more to it than that for me.
I never wanted Steve to be disappointed in
me. I looked up to him (literally and figuratively). I never wanted him to think the way
I was handling a case was subpar in any way,
but I especially wanted to show him I was
trying to do the right thing. Both in the way I
handled my cases and in the way I conducted
myself as a lawyer and a person. I always felt
like a real lawyer if I knew Steve thought I
had done my best for my client. Steve always
knew the right thing to say to encourage people to be the most they could be.
The world would be a better place if there
were more human beings like Steve in it.
Best wishes to Steve’s family and loved ones.
Although he leaves a huge void, Steve’s spirit
will live on in those whose lives he touched.
KENT MEYERS:
I am honored to be able to share some
memories and reflections about my friendship with Steve.
He became a friend of mine when he joined
our firm and remained so throughout his life.
He was of great assistance in getting Oklahoma Lawyers for Children created. He was a
man of great integrity, wisdom and, most of
all, a genuine kindness. Every time we would
see each other we would smile. I will miss that.
BEN GRUBB:
Once I was embroiled in (non-courtroom)
argument with someone who asked if I “suf-

fered from some sort of I inferiority complex?”
I know. I replied, “only when I stand next to
tall people.” The person to whom I was speaking was smaller in stature than me, of course.
Throughout my career, I stood (and sat) next
to Steve Barghols a lot. Naturally, some of our
meetings were business. I don’t think I know
anyone who hasn’t worked with Steve at some
point, and many (myself included) worked
with him whenever we could. But my most
treasured exchanges with Steve transpired in
other contexts. Sometimes they were over a
beer at an OCBA event. Sometimes they were
over dinner at an Inn meeting. Sometimes they
were just extended sidebars on evening telephone calls to discuss an upcoming mediation.
I genuinely valued Steve’s opinions (which he
rarely, if ever, withheld). He frequently sought
mine in return. I counted him a friend.
Steve’s untimely passing showed me—
unsurprisingly—my experiences with him
were not unique. Steve’s presence within our
profession and community dwarfed even his
exceptional physical presence. He was truly a
giant. But he was also accessible, gracious, and
kind. I’ll always remember Steve. His legacy, at
least where I’m concerned, will be to work diligently, serve my community generously, and
love my family and friends deeply. And while
I’ll never be 6’9,” I’ll endeavor to be a little
more like Steve however and whenever I can.
CHARLIE GEISTER:
Steve, you are the epitome of professionalism, wisdom, and grace. We miss you.
Save us a place.
DAVID CHEEK:
Steve served continuously on the Oklahoma
County Fee Grievance and Ethics Committee
from 1977 to the date of his death. He chaired
the committee in approximately 1987 and
1988. At his first meeting as chair, Steve in
his own inimical way prepared in detail and
spent the better part of an hour going through
the rules and procedures, both written and
unwritten, for both ethical matters and fee
grievance matters. His presentation included
an in depth description of the informal arrange-

CLARK MUSSER:
Steve was the personification of professionalism. He was scrupulously ethical in
his conduct. He was honest and forthright in
his every engagement, most noticeably when
it would have been easier to gloss or skirt
perplexing or adverse facts. He was tenacious
in pursuit of a cause he deemed worthy. He
was unabashed in his political beliefs, quick
to express them to others regardless of their
alignment, but always—repeat, always—kind
and respectful to those with divergent views.
He loved being a lawyer. He was grateful
to be a lawyer. And in that spirit of gratitude,
he was always giving back to his profession. When asked at a one-on-one lunch,
“Steve, why do you spend so much of your
precious time engaged in non-remunerative
law related pursuits?”, he immediately shot
back, “What do you mean non-remunerative? Such pursuits are the most rewarding
aspects of my legal career. I want other
lawyers, particularly young ones, to have the
same opportunities I have had. I can never,
ever do enough for my profession.”
Steve was devoted to Cathy, with awe for
her legal skills, her adventurous nature, her
culinary prowess, and her inner and outer
beauty.
Steve would seldom initiate a conversation that featured Lauren or John, but when
asked, he suddenly grew five inches taller.
Yes, seemingly taller. With sparkling eyes
and a radiant smile, he would share Lauren’s
successes as lawyer, wife and mother; John,
as a Beta following in Dad’s footsteps, neurologist, husband and father-to-be.
His physical stature was imposing, but it
was a mere shadow of the character that
dwelled within. Steve would likely want to be
remembered as the ideal husband, father, and
grandfather, which he was. Within the legal
community, Steve will be remembered as the
one who set the standard by which a lawyer
should be measured. It is, however, the way
he combined his personal life with his professional life so seamlessly that will dominate my
memories of Steve for the rest of my life.
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS TO MY
RENAISSANCE MAN
I reproduce here a prior birthday greeting
to my Renaissance Man:

See RETROSPECTIVE, PAGE 10
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BARGHOLS
continued from page 1

trailer acid truck driver had to take the
bar ditch to keep from killing an Arkla
pickup truck that was wandering left of
center at 7 in the morning on a highway
in Western Oklahoma.
Next day, Steve called and said
“George—I think you set the record.”
“What?” I said. “I do not think I have
ever had any plaintiffs’ lawyer walk
out the door on a $2M cash settlement
offer for the death of a 65-year-old
truck driver. “Me: “Wait—they will be
back with more. “Later that day, Steve
called. He had the money we wanted. I
shall miss him. Greatly. What a friend.
What a lawyer. What a good human
being.
Jeremy Beaver, of McAlister, recalled,
shortly after Steve’s death:
Just last week Steve was still working on
a case with me that we mediated in early
June without success. Once a week since
then, he has emailed me with his thoughts
and suggestions on the case. I’ve hired
many mediators, some really great and
some not. None of them could gain a client’s trust as quickly as Steve. Just a genuine, compassionate and graceful man.
Thorne Stallings, of Blanchard said:
Hardest working mediator I ever worked
with. On a very nasty and complex
multi-party products case, Steve worked
tirelessly, post-recess, for some three
months to get the case resolved. And just
a top-notch man. What a loss!
Steve was politically a proud progressive.
He didn’t attempt to hide it but was also
tolerant of intelligent opposing views. Dan
Markoff, of Oklahoma City, said:
One thing I always admired about him
was that he wore his politics on his sleeve
and that’s something I always thought
was a bit peculiar for a mediator. If you
were friends with Steve on Facebook,
then you saw all his political comments
and he would engage with Republican
friends of his, always as the consummate
gentleman, but still engage.
This is just awful news. I doubt you can
find a lawyer in Oklahoma who didn’t
like Steve. He will truly be missed.
Noble McIntyre, of Oklahoma City, an
equally sold conservative, said:
Steve and I bantered constantly on
Facebook about just about any topic that
you can think of. If it ever got too tense,
he was always quick to send me a text
outside of Facebook to make sure we did

RETROSPECTIVE
continued from page 9

Renaissance man has its origins in
Renaissance, Italy; it is based on the proposition “a man can do all things if he
will.” Accordingly, a Renaissance man seeks
knowledge and the development of his own
capacities as fully as possible. If we add irreproachable character and virtue to this ideal,
Steven L. Barghols is my Renaissance man,
as most visibly established by his unstinting
devotion to public service, the legal profession and his family and friends.
Your legacy, Steve, and my test of a
Renaissance man are perhaps best mea-

not have an issue between us. I drove him
crazy in mediations because he thought I
was too unpredictable but he was always
highly complementary about myself and
the other lawyers in my firm in front of
our clients. I’ll miss him.
Steve didn’t restrict himself to professional
dealings with the lawyers for whom he did
mediations. Eddie Foraker of McAlister said
on learning of Steve’s death:
Steve was the first person that my wife
and I saw when we arrived at our adoption
hearing. I found out later that Steve kept
his intentions quiet and made phone calls
to find out about the date. He blocked the
day off his calendar in advance and drove
across the state to celebrate with us. Steve
was the only person on earth to contact us
on July 26, 2020, which was the one-year
anniversary of our adoption. My wife
was very clear that she would leave me
for Steve if given the opportunity.
John Branum, of Oklahoma City, said:
He took the time to support and encourage me on a personal level about various
personal struggles I have had. One of
the last texts he and I exchanged was
where I sent him a video of my daughter
announcing on video (to my surprise)
that she intended to start college this fall
and go to law school. He told me, “Law
school! That means she respects you. If
she didn’t respect you, she wouldn’t want
to do what you do.”
There are not adequate words to express
how much Steve will be missed. He was
more than a mediator; he was a friend
to many people. He was honest. He was
loyal. He enjoyed his work. He did not
have hobbies away from this family and
his work. He was proud and happy to be
a lawyer.
He was always positive about lawyers
to lawyers. He was an advocate for lawyers. I got myself in a jam one time and
he went to bat for me when he didn’t
have to.
He was encouraging and uplifting. When
he had to tell me that I was wrong or
something that he knew I would not want
to hear, he had a way of communicating
it so that I could accept it. He understood
the value of building relationships. He
encouraged me to get along with the
defense attorneys.
Steve was, above all, a family man. I find
it hard to recall a mediation in which I participated with Steve when he didn’t find some
way to work into the conversation that his
son was a neurosurgeon and his daughter was
a lawyer. Jeffrey Atkins, of Oklahoma City
recalls:

Not too long ago, I had a case against
Steve’s daughter, Lauren Hanna (who by
the way has inherited her dad’s characteristics!). Anyway, she asked if she could
have an extension of time on discovery
and I said “no problem.” I got a message
from Steve thanking me for the courtesy,
because she was on vacation with all the
family, and it was so much better she
didn’t have to worry about working on
the discovery. Made me feel so good.
He had a knack to make everyone feel
like we were his best friend and the best
people! Also, reminded me that being
professional and decent human beings
are appreciated much more than we
think! I think I will definitely keep that
up and pass it on. It doesn’t always have
to work, but I will know I did the right
thing. Maybe our new mantra should be
“What would Steve do?” What a sad loss
for all who had the pleasure of knowing
him. He was such a good person.
Glendell Nix, of Oklahoma City upon
learning of Steve’s death, said:
Our profession has truly suffered the loss
of a great lawyer and gentlemen today. I
cannot imagine the loss to his family. As
anyone who knew Steve would tell you
his family was the center of his universe.
RIP Steve.
David Van Meter, of Oklahoma City, said:
I express my utmost respect for Steve as a
person and a lawyer. He was professional, kind, ethical, level-headed, insistent
when needed, generously friendly as a
fellow lawyer, proud of the profession of
law, and moreover, outspoken in his love
for his family.
An important part of Steve’s family was
his dog, Truman. I had heard Steve talk about
how Truman waited each day for the mailman
to come to his house. Truman would wait for
the mailman to put the mail through the mail
chute in his door whereupon Truman would
attack and shred the mail. This never seemed
to bother Steve. He seemed to think it was the
funniest thing.
Rilee Harrison, of Oklahoma City,
recalled:
We always bonded over our love for our
dogs, swapping stories about our pups
every time we talked. The man loved
his dog, Truman, so much. I’m going to
miss Steve’s Facebook videos of Truman
“guarding their home” against the mailman. Steve was a great man and will be
so missed!
I sort of met Truman after Covid 19
struck and we began to do mediations
by Zoom. Steve put the camera on the
door and, sure enough, Truman sprang

into action and destroyed the mail. It was
pretty funny!
An important thread among the comments
about Steve was the effect he had on other
lawyers. Doug Terry, of Oklahoma City said:
Steve Barghols was a lawyer’s lawyer.
Our profession is often a thankless one,
but being around Steve made me proud
to be a lawyer. He leaves a big hole in
our community.
Bryce Harp, from Grove, said:
He was a wonderful human being. I’m
deeply saddened by this enormous loss
to so many. It was one of my greatest
privileges to know Steve. Much love to
his family.
Tom Cummings, of Oklahoma City, said:
How awful. He was such a wonderful
man. So smart and kind. A true role
model for all of us.
James R. “Rob” Neal, of Ada said:
The loss of Steve as a member of our
community is a loss to all. He was a gentleman and a truly decent human being.
Hank Meyer, of Oklahoma City, said:
I will miss him not only as a fine attorney,
but as a great human being. Enjoyed his
company and professionalism, and on
Nov. 3rd of this year, will think of him as I
cast my vote. I am hopeful that the family
will read this, as he was one that made this
world a better place.
Ryan Fulda, of Tulsa, said:
Steve possessed this very unusual quality
of making me feel completely accepted, but also challenging me (or perhaps
inspiring me?) to be a better person and
attorney. Not through guilting or chiding, but through his own dedication and
professionalism that set an admirable
example for how to practice law and
treat others. I often thought about Steve:
“That’s the type of attorney I want to be.”
A few weeks ago he posted a picture on
Facebook of him in a button up dress
shirt, tie, shorts, and sneakers. He called
it his “July Zoom Mediation Uniform.”
What a fitting example of Steve’s ability
to combine professionalism (business up
top) and relatability (shorts and sneakers
on the bottom). I was incredibly fortunate
to get to know him.
James “Jay” Self, of Oklahoma City pretty
well summed it up. He said:
We often wonder why someone so special as Steve would be taken. But in
Steve’s case I have a pretty good idea.
The Father, Son and Holy Ghost must
have had a dispute in heaven they needed
to resolve. So God called Steve.

sured by the goodness you have bestowed
upon your family, profession, community,
friends and all who have been fortunate to
come within your sphere of influence. By
that measure, you have few, if any, peer. Is
such a statement merely my opinion? No.
The breadth of your impact is vast, vividly
evident throughout your career. You are
perhaps the most universally respected lawyer I know, as manifest by the positions of
leadership you have held—President of the
Oklahoma County Bar Association, Oklahoma County Bar Foundation, Holloway Inn
of Court, and Edmond Public Schools Foundation, to name a few—and the numerous
prestigious awards you have received.

Steve, you are amongst the rarest and
most precious of persons: You lead by your
words and your deeds, all the while adhering
to the highest standards of ethics and professionalism, your dedication and service to the
legal profession and community, and above
all, your love for Cathy, Lauren and John,
and of course, William and Charlotte.
All who have had the privilege of knowing your goodness are enriched, and you are
thus deservedly admired by legions.
Steve, your life is one of selfless pursuits.
You are a dedicated humanitarian with love
for all, regardless of their station in life.
Accordingly, you are worthy of emulation
by all. You are my Renaissance man.

WILL HOCH:
First, I admired Steve so much that I tried
hard to I emulated him but he set the bar
too high. I never heard him say a negative
thing about one litigant or another (or about
another attorney) in any case that he mediated for my clients. He was always measured,
balanced and thoughtful. He also picked
out something that he thought you did well
and highlighted it in front of your client. It
built up confidence that your client might
not otherwise have had (and I think Steve
knew he was going to have to draw on that
confidence later in the mediation). He also
was always able to find that one hole in
my case that I was too blind to see. It was
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Bar Observer
McAfee & Taft, Susan Shields
top-ranked by Chambers High
Net Worth 2020

Attorneys Maria T. Kolar and D.A.
Jeremy Telman will join the faculty of the

Crowe & Dunlevy has named four law
students as scholarship recipients of the firm’s
Diversity Scholars Program.
The recipients of the 2020 scholarships
include Laura Martinez and Christopher
Punto from the University of Oklahoma
College of Law, Brandon Keaton from the
University of Tulsa College of Law and Maria
Escobar from Oklahoma City University
School of Law.
The scholarship is awarded annually to
outstanding law students based on academic
achievement, financial need and commitment

For the fourth consecutive year, Crowe
& Dunlevy, along with attorney Cynda C.
Ottaway, have received Band 1 rankings in
the annual 2020 Chambers & Partners High
Net Worth Guide.*
Firms and attorneys are ranked in bands from
1-6, with 1 being the best. The only Oklahoma
firm ranked since the inaugural edition, this is
the fourth year the firm has received Chambers
& Partners’ highest ranking and also the fourth
year for Ottaway. Only three Oklahoma law
firms and three Oklahoma attorneys received a
Band 1 ranking in 2020.
Ottaway chairs Crowe & Dunlevy’s Private
Wealth & Closely-Held Business Practice
Group. She is a graduate of the University
of Oklahoma College of Law and received

Oklahoma City University School of Law
starting this fall.
Kolar received her J.D. from Yale Law
School. She previously served as a visiting
assistant professor at the OU College of Law,
where she taught legal research and writing.
Most recently, she worked for two years in
the Homicide Direct Appeals Division of the
Oklahoma Indigent Defense System.
Following law school, Kolar served as a
law clerk for the Honorable Joel M. Flaum
on the United States Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit in Chicago. She then moved to
Oklahoma and worked in private practice as a
litigation associate, first at McAfee & Taft and

then at Hartzog, Conger & Cason.
Kolar served as a law clerk on the Oklahoma
Court of Criminal Appeals for nearly 13 years,
first for the Honorable Charles S. Chapel and
then for the Honorable Clancy Smith. She also
served as a law clerk on the U.S. District Court
for the Western District of Oklahoma for two
years, focused solely on capital habeas corpus
cases.
She also served on the bipartisan Oklahoma
Death Penalty Review Commission, who
presented their findings in 2017, and the
Oklahoma Committee for Uniform Criminal
Jury Instructions.
Kolar has written on the role of the jury in
death penalty sentencing. She is passionate
about justice and the rule of law, criminal law
and procedure, and teaching and inspiring
students.
Telman received his J.D. from the New York
University School of Law. Soon after graduating, Telman clerked for Judge Rosemary
Barkett of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Eleventh Circuit in Miami, Florida. Telman,
whose doctorate is in modern European history,
previously taught in the history department at
the College of Charleston in Charleston, South
Carolina. He has been a visiting professor at the
Northern Illinois University School of Law, the
DePaul University College of Law and Drexel
University’s Thomas R. Kline School of Law.
He also served as a Dean’s Visiting Scholar
at the Georgetown University Law Center.
Telman served as editor of ContractsProf, the
official blog of the AALS Section on Contracts
from 2011 to 2015, and returned to that position
this year.
At Brown University, Telman taught public
international law and practiced commercial litigation in the New York office of Sidley Austin
LLP, where he also administered and participated in the office’s pro bono asylum program. For
16 years, he taught at the Valparaiso University
Law School, where he also, at times, served as
associate dean for faculty development and as
the director of International Programs.
He currently is working on an intellectual history of originalism in constitutional
interpretation, and he also continues to write
about contract law and public international
law, with a focus on teaching those subjects
to law students. His scholarship has appeared
in Austrian, English, French, German, Indian,
Israeli, Serbian, South African, Swiss, and U.S.
publications.

usually a “oh sh*t” moment but it was also
educational. Did I mention that he was a
hellofa lawyer?
Second, he was blue collar and, as a result,
respectful of the working man. He was
proud of his union card and left “thank you”
signs for his garbage man. He continued his
blue collar lifestyle and worked hard as is
evidenced by all of the late evening sunsets
he photographed from his office window in
Oklahoma Tower. He believed that Black
Lives Mattered and he understood why they
mattered because he listened. And they do
matter. And our world will be better off
because he listened. He believed in the Legal
Services Corp (because it saves families, and
homes and so much more), believed in wearing a mask (because it saves lives – including the life of his son John), and believed in

honoring people’s legacy (from Lee West to
Johnny the Lunch Box guy) – and the common theme is that he respected their work
ethic. Did I tell you that he was the original
working man’s friend?
Third, he was dedicated to the practice of
law, professionalism, good lawyering and
to the bar in general. He dedicated overa-years’ worth of time to our profession
and he loved to talk to other lawyers about
what they were doing to try and change
the profession for the better or maybe just
change a little part of their world. He knew
that lawyers could change people’s lives for
the better. I enjoyed our discussions mostly
because he appeared genuinely interested
to hear about what I was working on. And
it was so nice to have someone listen to me
talk about my work in the bar and in my little

way to advance the bar or the profession.
It didn’t matter how small the progress, he
always encouraged me such that when I
walked away, I knew my work was worth
the effort. I will miss him for that. Did I
happen to let you know that he was one of
our great bar leaders?
Fourth, we were both fellow Democrats
lost in a sea of red. He had a dog named
Truman and I have a “The Buck Stops
Here” sign on my desk. We were fellow
political history junkie dorks. And I loved
to see him engaged in a spirited, but
respectful, debate with people who disagreed with him. He may have disagreed,
but he was never disagreeable. He translated this in the most humane way when he
would mediate cases. He might disagree
with my interpretation of the law or the

facts; however, he was always kind – this
may have been because he was right and I
was wrong and he probably knew it and I
had not yet discovered it. Did I say he was
really smart too?
Lastly, he loved his family. He beamed
and gleamed and burst and glowed when he
talked about his children and grandchildren.
It was infectious. I loved to hear about what
each one was doing and how proud he was
of them all. It wasn’t bragging. It was a
fierce loyalty that every child should have
in their corner every day. And he was the
“grumpy” every child wants and needs and
deserves. Did I mention how much he loved
his family?
I cannot tell you how much I admired
Steve. He was my friend and for his friendship I am forever grateful.

McAfee & Taft received top marks among
Oklahoma law firms in the Private Wealth Law
category in the just-released 2020 edition of
Chambers High Net Worth (HNW), and veteran tax and family wealth lawyer Susan Shields
was individually ranked as one of the state’s
leading private wealth attorneys.
For more than 30 years, Shields has concentrated her practice in the areas of tax and
family wealth law, focusing on wealth transfer tax planning for high net worth families
and individuals, business planning for closely
held family businesses, and estate and trust
administration. In addition to being an elected
Fellow of the prestigious American College of
Trust and Estate Counsel, she currently chairs
the Oklahoma state chapter of ACTEC and
serves as the president of the Oklahoma Bar
Association. Her legal achievements have also
earned her perennial inclusion in The Best
Lawyers in America and Oklahoma Super
Lawyers, where she has been named to its
exclusive list of “Top 10 Lawyers.”
Published by Chambers & Partners, the
Chambers HNW guide focuses on the international private wealth market. The rankings
are the result of independent research in which
hundreds of interviews were conducted of
lawyers, family offices, accountants, tax advisers, bankers, investment managers, and other
professionals about the private wealth industry.

Crowe & Dunlevy announces
annual Diversity Scholars
Program recipients
Diversity scholarships
support legal education

to the law. Recipients can receive up to $10,000
during their law school tenure based on satisfactory progress and performance. Since the
firm’s Diversity Scholars Program was established, more than $250,000 in scholarships
have been awarded to exemplary students to
help enhance diversity within the legal profession.
Martinez graduated from the University of
Oklahoma with degrees in business administration and International and Area Studies. She
ranks in the top 20 percent of her law school
class and placed third in the 2019 Whitten
Burrage Negotiation Competition.
Punto earned his undergraduate degree from
Northwestern Oklahoma State University
and a master’s degree from Oklahoma State
University Center for Health Sciences. Punto is
also a recipient of the American Jurisprudence
Award and ranks in the top 25 percent of his
law school class.
Keaton is a graduate of the University of
Arkansas - Fort Smith with a degree in business
administration. He serves as the social chair for
the Black Law Student Association and ranks
in the top 19 percent of his law school class.
Escobar graduated from Oklahoma State
University with degrees in economics and
political science. She served as president of
the League of United Latin American Citizens
(LULAC) at OSU from 2018 to 2019 and is
now a member of the Hispanic Law Student
Association.

Crowe & Dunlevy, Ottaway
named in High Net Worth
Guide

her bachelor’s degree from the University of
Oklahoma. A past president of the American
College of Trust and Estate Counsel, Ottaway
has served in numerous leadership roles in the
organization over the past 25 years.
*Crowe & Dunlevy has no input in the rating
methodologies used by Chambers & Partners.

Benchmark Litigation honors
Crowe & Dunlevy attorneys
Crowe & Dunlevy attorneys Christopher
M. Staine and Evan G.E. Vincent have been
selected for the annual Benchmark Litigation
40 & Under Hot List 2020* publication, an
exclusive ranking of U.S. litigators 40 years of
age or younger.
Staine is a director in Crowe & Dunlevy’s
Dallas office and serves as chair of the firm’s
Diversity Committee. He earned a Juris Doctor
from the University of Oklahoma College of
Law and his undergraduate degree from the
University of Oklahoma. This is Staine’s third
consecutive year to appear on Benchmark’s
list.
A director in the firm’s Oklahoma City
office, this is the fourth time Vincent has
received this recognition, having appeared in
Benchmark Litigation’s list in 2016, 2018 and
2019. Vincent earned his Juris Doctor from the
University of Oklahoma College of Law with
highest honors and holds a Master of Laws
in Trial Advocacy from Temple Law School.
He earned his bachelor’s degree from the
University of Oklahoma.

OCU Law Hires Two New
Faculty Members
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The ability to accept payments online has
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ensure trust account compliance and deliver the
most secure, PCI-compliant technology, LawPay
is proud to be the preferred, long-term payment
partner for more than 50,000 law firms.
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